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Blackboard Tibetan monk makes sand mandala at UM
equiptment
failure causes
info loss
Jayme Fraser
Montana Kaimin
Anyone who used the online
academic program Blackboard on
Wednesday after 1:37 p.m. lost his
or her work because of an equipment failure that occurred a little
more than an hour later.
Keith Lynip, director of University of Montana Online, said a
database server inexplicably quit
working and immediately shut
down Blackboard. By reconstructing log files, a team was able to
restore the system at 1:30 a.m.
Thursday morning.
“Believe it or not, that was the
least worst scenario we could have
seen,” Lynip said. “If we had not
been able to rebuild from those
log files, we would have had to
use the system back-up from early
Wednesday morning.”
Lynip said he e-mailed information about the system crash to
students, faculty and staff who
use Blackboard so that they could
work out issues arising from
lost discussion posts, test scores,
course updates and assignment
submissions.
“The idea behind that is to ensure that faculty are accommodating students. I’m quite sure people
will be reasonable,” Lynip said.
“Nobody should be penalized further.”
Lynip said this is the first time
in his two and a half years at UM
that he’s seen an equipment failure
of this magnitude for Blackboard
and hopes that pending upgrades
will help reduce the chance of
similar incidents.
UM’s IT department and Lynip
are planning to switch the current,
five-year-old “sun box” servers
that separately host services such
as Blackboard and Banner with a
more stable and flexible “blade environment” that would run all the
applications from one location.
“We knew that our growth was
going to require making the infrastructure more robust,” Lynip said.
“Our hope is to have that built
and tested over the next couple
months.”
Over the past three years, the
number of individuals enrolled
in online courses has consistently
increased by 40 percent each year,
Lynip said. About 2,200 people
are currently enrolled in an online
course.
As UM prepares for a hardware
upgrade, Lynip said the school is
also evaluating the latest “Learning Management Systems” like
Blackboard. On Wednesday, it

See CRASH, page 4
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The Venerable Ngawang Chojor, a Tibetan Buddhist monk, works on a sand mandala in the University Center on Wednesday, Oct. 21. The Tibetan Children’s Education Foundation is campaigning for a peaceful dialogue between the Chinese government and the Tibetan people. Ngawang Chojor will work on the mandala until Friday afternoon when it will be destroyed
in a traditional Tibetan Buddhist ceremony.

Carmen George
Montana Kaimin
Thin lines of colored sand
trickled from the end of a silver
instrument resembling a narrow
funnel held by Tibetan Buddhist
monk Venerable Ngawang Chojor. Outside the bustle of the UC
Market Thursday, Chojor worked
silently on a “compassion” mandala, an ancient circular art design
made from colored sand, with a
small gathering of students huddled around him.
“It quiets you for a while,” said
Valerie Hellermann, program
manager of Helena’s non-profit Tibetan Children’s Education Foundation which brought Chojor to
UM. “There are certain powers in
symbols. He’s making this in the
process of meditation and prayer
for the compassion of human beings and I think I feel that energy.”
The mandala symbolizes universal qualities like harmony and
balance, traditionally created by
Tibetan Buddhists as a kind of
meditation and healing. Chojor
has been working on UM’s mandala since Wednesday and will offer a blessing to the campus upon
it’s destruction at 4 p.m. Friday in
the UC South Atrium. Traditionally, most of these sand paintings are
destroyed shortly after completion
to represent the impermanence of
life. The sand is then returned to
the natural world so the ideas the
mandala represents can spread
throughout the world.
Chojor’s visit was set up as a
pre-event for The University of
Montana’s fourth annual Day of
Dialogue on Oct. 29, bringing
campus and community members
together to encourage dialogue
and diversity with free educational
sessions and art exhibits.
“That’s a real start for dialogue,
if we start to feel kindness towards
others,” Hellermann said about the
compassion mandala.
Chojor became a Tibetan
monk when he was 13 years old
and studied the art of mandala

See MANDALA, page 6

Rejection motivates local writers to succeed
Shanda Bradshaw
Montana Kaimin
Aspiring authors know firsthand what it feels like to be rejected.
University of Montana graduate Shannon Comes At Night said
publishers have rejected his most
recent book more than 60 times in
the past month. He said he’s been
able to handle the rejection because of his love for writing.
“If you love writing, you’ve got
to keep writing,” said Comes At
Night, a former UM journalism
student.
Missoula’s Festival of the Book,

which started Thursday and runs
through Saturday, gives everyone
the opportunity to celebrate reading, writing and books. During the
three days, more than 70 writers
are featured in a variety of readings, panels, exhibits, demonstrations, signings, receptions and
tours.
“It’s a wonderful opportunity
to bring readers and writers together,” said UM creative writing
professor Debra Earling.
Earling, who teaches fiction
writing at UM and has had one
novel successfully published, said
the process of getting published

isn’t an easy one. It took her three
and half months to write her novel,
“Perma Red,” six months to rewrite and edit it, and a total of 15
years to finally get it published.
“Just when you think that it’s
going to be easy, you find out it’s
much more elusive,” Earling said.
Comes at Night, who has yet
to be published, wrote his first
short story when he was 7 years
old. That’s when he developed
his passion for writing horror stories. Since then, the Heart Butte
resident said he has written seven
novels, as well as several books of
short stories and poems.

“I have always been a creative
writer,” Comes At Night said.
Since graduating from UM in
2003, Comes At Night has learned
that the most difficult part about
being a writer is getting accepted
for publishing. The step-by-step
process that writers have to go
through to get their work published is a tedious one.
First, Comes At Night said,
he writes a manuscript, then
he sends query letters describing himself and his novel to
agents with the hope of obtaining

See BOOK, page 5
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Caught
in the
Act

BIG UPS

Kaelyn Kelly and Willi Brooks

Cheater, cheater

Editor’s note: Kaelyn
Kelly and Willi Brooks take
turns writing this column,
which is published on Fridays. This is Willi’s week to
write.
Cheating. I’ll be the first
to admit I’m guilty of the
act, but so is David Letterman.
Is cheating accepted by
American society? Well,
no, but in a way, yes.
There are too many TV
shows in which couples are
sent away to exotic islands
where their love is tested by
dangling other hot bodies
in front of them. There are
even shows about secretly
stalking one’s partner while
they go about their day and
have a little something extra on the side. Is this what
we’ve come to as a country? Do we as humans want
so badly to have multiple
sexual partners, but don’t
because we’re afraid to, that
we’ll tune into television
programs to watch others
willing to embarrass themselves by cheating in front
of a massive audience?
I’m going to say the answer is yes.
So, what is cheating?
There are many levels of
the deceitful act that probably won’t even be touched
on in the following 400
words. Back in my grade
school days, cheating was
defined as lying. Lying during a test, lying during a
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board game, even lying on
the playground about only
being tagged by one hand
instead of two in a game of
touch football. Fourth graders aren’t going to let someone get away without letting
them know they cheated.
Fast-forward nearly 15
years later and cheating has
taken on a broader spectrum. Obviously, if you’ve
been “seeing someone” and
you sex it up with another
person, you’re a cheater.
Surely if your relationship
status on your preferred social network site is occupied
by someone’s name and you
make whoopee with someone else, you’re a cheater.
But these are givens.
A while back, a friend
of mine ended a relationship he was in. The reason
he gave for calling off the
friendship-turned-relationship was that he needed
space and didn’t have time
to be seriously involved. He
may have also mentioned
that he wasn’t going to be
on the prowl for some time.
However, he’s human and
humans make mistakes.
About a week and a half
had passed when his natural
instincts — and liquor —
kicked in and he ended up
hooking up with someone.
His former love interest was
furious.
Is that cheating? No, but
he did disrespect the longtime friend greatly. He now

admits this was wrong.
So, if you feel like ending up friendless and lonely,
then sure, disregard others’
feelings and do whatever
the hell you want. I don’t
suggest it.
But on to a personal
story. Once upon a time,
I made out with someone
that a long-time friend had
expressed interest in. I had
no idea how interested the
friend was until after the incident occurred, but I found
out it was pretty serious. I
eventually apologized to the
childhood chum, but things
turned sour.
Had I cheated on my
friendship? Maybe. Needless to say, we haven’t had
much bromance since the
incident. (I can’t believe
I just used the term “bromance.”)
Cheating comes in a million different forms. In the
end, we all cheat, even if it
consists of gawking at the
other sex — or at the same
sex, for that matter.
Next time you find yourself in a cheating, moral conundrum, do as I say and not
as I do. Ask yourself, “Am I
being selfish right now and
will this significantly hurt a
friendship later?” And if the
answer is yes, then maybe
it’s cheating.
Willi Brooks is a senior
studying broadcast journalism.
herbert.brooks@umontana.edu

Top 5 most-read stories
on montanakaimin.com this week
1. Historic locomotive steams home on cross-country
journey
2. UM looks at other tobacco-free campuses
3. Former Grizzly football player sentenced
4. Doctor says many FDA medications unnecessary
5. Griz Notebook: Football team remains undefeated
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Backhands

Hey, friends. BU&BH is still trying to figure out why everybody is suddenly turning into
zombies again just a week before Halloween. Wait, does this mean zombies are the new
vampires now? Great. Get ready for CW’s new series on pregnant teenage zombies.
Talk to your doctor about a Big Ups to a Missoula woman to just won a $3.2 million lawsuit against the makers of a bone-strengthening drug, Zometa. Congrats on your win, but
wanting strong bones is no excuse for turning to drugs. And on a related note: No, snorting
powdered milk does not make you resistant to bullets.
Grand Ol’ Backhands to three quarters of the Senate Republicans who voted against
Minnesota Democrat Al Franken’s bill that won’t let companies deny their employees the
right to sue if they’ve been raped on the job. We get that you have to play the role of zealous
opponent to the party in power, but there are certain things that we can all agree on, right?
Like everyone deserves health care, people should stop destroying the planet … you know,
the kinds of things that people with souls can come to a consensus on. What’s that, GOP?
Not into those things either? And you guys still claim Lincoln, huh.
Let’s shotgun some Big Ups to (legal) weed-fiends in G-funk. An outreach effort just
began in Great Falls to help medical marijuana patients register for licenses. It’s great to see
this effort spearheaded in the Electric City — its almost unhealthy just how high you have
to be in order to cope with living in Great Falls in the first place.
404 Error Backhands to Blackboard for crashing on Wednesday until the wee hours of
Thursday morning. Yes, we had three days to work on that take-home test, but we like to
live on the edge and submit our stuff at 11:58 the night before our midnight deadline. You
just pushed us over, Blackboard. And we’ll never be the same again.
An Inconvenient Big Ups to UM CAN! (UM Climate Action Now!) for recycling all
those Mountain Dew cans we throw away every day. It almost makes us want to get into
our Hummer and drive to the next human 350 shindig. Because 350 is, um, a number which
signifies … Go Green! Now where’d we put our Styrofoam coffee cup?
OK, so we know the pregnant teenage zombie thing was supposed to be a joke, but we’re
starting to think that idea could really make us some bank. What do you think of this excerpt from our pilot script:
BRAD: But, Meg, I’m not ready to be a father! Coach Meyers just put me in his starting
lineup. I can’t let the Broncs down.
MEG: Is that all you can say? What about me? I didn’t ask for this! I was just a normal
undead teenage girl with an insatiable appetite for the flesh of the living. And now I’m
pregnant!
Ca-ching!

Heard around campus
“She has a huge eyeball. It’s so pretty.”
-heard in front of the Liberal Arts building
“It’s not my fault I almost burned my parents’ house down.”
-heard in front of the UC
		
		
		

“No mom, as long as I’m happy in this relationship,
that’s all that matters.”
-heard across from the Gallagher Business Building

“Dude, did you know apples cause cancer?”
-heard outside the Music building
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Words of Gold

Kat Franchino/Montana Kaimin

Marc Gold, director of the 100 Friends Project, speaks at the Emmaus House Thursday night. Gold started 100 Friends in 1989 after visiting India for the first time. Its goal is to provide the poor in Third World
countries with things like goods, relief and opportunities.
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Window wrecker, wasted wanderer Erratic typhoon keeps
Mike Gerrity
Montana Kaimin
Friday, Oct. 16, 6:30 p.m.
A $150 Blu-ray DVD player
was discovered missing from a podium in a Law School classroom.
Saturday, Oct. 17, 2:55 p.m.
An RA brought a bag of weed
into the Office of Public Safety after finding it on the Oval.
Saturday, Oct. 17, 9:08 p.m.
A student was arrested for disorderly conduct and cited for an
MIP after shouting in Craig Hall
and making an offensive remark
to an RA.
Monday, Oct. 19, 5:26 p.m.
A student reported that $140
was stolen from his room in Jesse
Hall.

Thursday, Oct. 22, 3 a.m.
An apparently drunken male was
trying to enter Pantzer Hall when he
actually belonged in Duniway Hall.
He was cited for an MIP.

Once inside, he shattered another
window outward toward the grass.
The student was cited for criminal
mischief and will have to pay for
damages to the windows.
Tuesday, Oct. 20, 11:15 p.m.
A glass jar containing three
grams of pot was found in an Aber
Hall resident’s room when officers
were drawn there by the smell of
marijuana. One student was cited
for possession of dangerous drugs.

Tuesday, Oct. 20, 1:52 a.m.
Captain Gary Taylor of the
University of Montana’s Office of
Public Safety said a student who
was apparently having a bad day
decided to take it out on a window
between Duniway and Craig halls.
The male threw an aluminum water bottle through the window and
gained entrance to the building.

Wednesday, Oct. 21, 10 p.m.
Two students in Miller Hall
were cited for possession of dangerous drugs after a noxious odor
(marijuana smoke) drew the attention of RAs and Public Safety officers.

CRASH
From page 1

about what features they would
like in the new application, hoping
to eventually include student feedback from testing the top options.
“We will get a sense of what
it will cost to have the next gen-

began requesting information
about possible systems and will
soon survey faculty and staff

Citations:
Eric Becker, 19,

Police
Blotter

possession of dangerous drugs
Daniel Bensman, 18,
possession of drug paraphernalia
Tyler Campbell, 18,
possession on dangerous drugs
Joshua Esquivel, 19,
possession of dangerous drugs
Alex Ey, 18, MIP
John Gagnon, 18,
possession of dangerous drugs
Anthony Niemo, 18,
disorderly conduct, MIP
Kevin Sheetz, 19,
criminal mischief
Tristin Wolfname, 20,
possession of dangerous drugs
Game Day Citations:
Natasha Balentine, 20, MIP
Zachiry Haveman, 19, MIP
Megan Hawkins, 20, MIP
Vance Larsen, 19, MIP
Charles Wellert, 20, MIP
Shaylene Wolff, 20, MIP
eration of a Learning Management
System on this campus and address
the specific needs of the campus,”
Lynip said. “In truth, 100 percent
of people won’t be happy.”
jayme.fraser@umontana.edu

Philippines on edge
Associated Press
MANILA, Philippines — Living up to its name, Typhoon Lupit
— meaning cruel in Filipino —
zigzagged around the rain-soaked
northern Philippines on Friday,
keeping weary residents on edge
and forecasters guessing about its
next move.
The third successive storm in a
month has been hovering for several days near the coast and inland
mountains, sending thousands to
seek shelter following two back-toback typhoons that killed nearly
1,000 people, most of them buried
in dozens of mudslides.
Lupit’s erratic direction baffled
forecasters and frustrated the local media who kept predicting its
landfall every day. The weather
bureau said in a nationally televised briefing Thursday evening
that Lupit would ram into northeastern Cagayan province early
Friday.
After crawling for the last two
days, it barreled on course to hit
shore then stalled again Friday,
delaying landfall by another day
— or two, or three, said chief forecaster Nathaniel Cruz.
The reason is two high-pressure
areas that sandwiched Lupit from
the South China Sea in the west
and the Pacific Ocean in the east,
each pulling the storm in its direction, Cruz said.
Typhoons usually slice through
the northern Philippines from the

Pacific and exit through the South
China Sea. The archipelago nation, known as the welcome mat
for typhoons, gets about 20 a year
during the rainy season from June
to December.
Lupit weakened overnight and
was packing winds of 75 miles
(120 kilometers) per hour and
gusts of up to 93 mph (150 kph),
Cruz said. It was still a dangerous
system that could drench the north
of the main island of Luzon on the
heels of the worst flooding in the
Philippines in 40 years.
Tropical Storm Ketsana on
Sept. 26 inundated much of the
capital, Manila, and surrounding areas, including the country’s
largest Lake Laguna, killing 464
people. It was followed by Typhoon Parma, which unleashed
mudslides along the Cordillera
mountain range Oct. 3, leaving
465 dead.
For the past week, army troops
and disaster-relief officials have
ferried tons of canned food and
clothes and moved rubber boats
and helicopters along the coast and
the interior.
At least 1,500 residents living along the Cagayan River and
its tributaries were moved to high
ground, said provincial Gov. Alvaro Antonio. Another 1,000 people
left their homes in Appari township, including some 200 after a
wave surge collapsed a 65-feet
(20-meter) high sea wall in San
Antonio village early this week.
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Fact & Fiction, one of the sponsors of the Montana Festival of the Book, dedicates a couple bookshelves for Montana writers.

BOOK
From page 1
representation, then he often waits
up to six months for an answer.
Earling said it’s important for
writers to be represented by an
agent because the publishing industry is a “corporate machine.”
“There are many things that
can occur along the publishing
route,” Earling said. “And an agent
is your advocate.”
She said students who graduate

with a Master of Fine Arts from
UM usually get published within
an average of 10 years after graduating. She said UM’s creative writing program doesn’t teach students
the technicalities of getting published, but helps them formulate
the idea that they can.
“We try to keep them focused
on the art and practice of writing
in preparation towards being published,” Earling said.
She said the program allows
students to eventually investigate

the process by finding a venue,
pitching their work and polishing
it throughout their attempts. She
said the program initially encourages students to seek local publication through University-associated journals such as “CutBank,”
a venue for graduate students, and
“The Oval,” which caters to undergraduate work.
Earling said the best advice she
received about getting published
was from the late American novelist and Browning, Mont., native,

2 men charged of robbing Mont. casino
Associated Press
BILLINGS, Mont. (AP) — Police say two men suspected of robbing a casino in Livingston have
been arrested in Tennessee.
Joel K. Kenens, 31, and Joel S.
Boyce, 28, were arrested Wednesday night in the Memphis area on
warrants issued in Park County for
felony charges of robbery, aggravated burglary and theft. They are
being held on $250,000 bail and
will be extradited to Montana.
Livingston Police Chief Darren
Raney says evidence links the pair
to an armed robbery at Yellowstone Charlie’s Gaming Parlour
and Casino early Monday morn-

ing. One of the men allegedly
robbed a casino employee at gunpoint, but Raney says both were
involved.
A third man was arrested at the
same time, but it is unknown if he

was involved in the casino robbery.
It remains unclear where Kenens and Boyce currently live, but
Raney says they have ties to the
Livingston area.

James Welch.
“He told me, ‘Be patient with
yourself, be patient with your editors, be patient with your agents
and be especially patient when
waiting for the check,’” she said.
The 10th annual Festival of the
Book aims to celebrate the literary
life of Montana and the influence
that local authors, such as Welch,
have had on writers and readers
alike.
This year’s festival features
bestselling author David Sedaris

at the Wilma Theater tonight at 8
p.m. In addition to Sedaris, the festival will feature readings by authors such as Maile Meloy, James
Lee Burke, Dennis Lehane, Marianne Wiggins, Kevin Canty and
Andrew Sean Greer on Saturday.
“It’s a time of storytelling,”
Earling said. “I think it’s good for
all of Missoula and the University.”
shanda.bradshaw@umontana.edu
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Above: The Venerable Ngawang Chojor, a Tibetan Buddhist monk, carefully adds grains of sand to the sacred mandala Thursday afternoon in the University Center.
Chojor has been practicing sand art since he was 17. Friday, he will push all the sand to the center as a symbol of impermanence while offering a prayer of compassion.

MANDALA
From page 1
making .from the age of 17 to
25, said Karma Tensum, Chojor’s
translator and director of the Tibetan Children’s Education Foundation. Chojor fled the country in
1959 at 25 years old when the Chinese took control of Tibet, spending most of his life as an exile in
India’s Namgyal Monastery, now
home to the Dalai Lama. He moved
to Wisconsin in the mid 1990s to
help educate Americans about Tibet, and has created mandalas at
places like the World Trade Center
and universities across the nation.
Karma Tensum said Chojor

chose to create the mandala of
compassion, traditionally seen as
the realm of a Buddha, for UM
because it depicts the story of “a
world that is in harmony.”
At the age of 75, his work as a
mandala artist is as much about
sharing his culture as it is preserving it.
Tibetans can’t practice their religion or culture within their country, said Chojor during a talk in the
University Center Thursday night.
His people aren’t demanding independence from China, but they are
looking for limited internal autonomy so they can practice their way
of life, he said. The Chinese government views the Dalia Lama as
a man trying to split the country,
not as a Nobel Peace Prize recipient, he said. Tibet needs the support of other nations like the United States to help dialogue continue
with China.
His presentation was followed
with one by Hellermann on Tibetan history and oppression.
“They can’t speak their own
language in their own country;
monks in the monasteries are
often followed and tortured,”
Hellermann said, adding that an
83-year-old Tibetan man was given a 20-year sentence for making
a copy of the Tibetan flag. He died
in prison.
Chojor came to UM as part of
larger tour with the Tibetan Children’s Education Foundation that
has been travelling with him to
different universities around the
nation to educate students about
Tibet and the mandala. He’ll make
his 10th and final mandala for the
tour in Bozeman next week.
“I hope a lot of students do take
the time to look at it,” UM junior
Maghan Strachan said. “It’s really
cool that he’s going to bless the
university; we’re pretty lucky.”
carmen.george@umontana.edu

Ben Coulter/Montana Kaimin
Ben Coulter/Montana Kaimin

Chojor takes a break from working on a traditional Buddhist work of art called a sand mandala. He began the piece on
Wednesday morning and will complete it Friday afternoon before it is ritualistically destroyed.

www.montanakaimin.com

Chojor smiles at the attention from a crowd that gathered to watch him work on
the sand mandala in the University Center on Wednesday, Oct. 21.

www.montanakaimin.com
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The naked truth

Drew Vetere/Montana Kaimin

Members of Students for Economic and Social Justice protest the bookstore’s use of sweatshop-produced clothing.

Take Back the Night events
to raise awareness of abuse
Cody Bloomsburg
Montana Kaimin
For more than 30 years, people around the world have come
together at Take Back the Night
marches in an attempt to end violence and sexual assault.
University of Montana students
and community members can participate in the international tradition tonight with an open healing
circle for victims starting at 5:30
p.m. in room 222 of the University
Center, a community march that
will depart from the Griz statue at
6 p.m. and a rally at the Zootown
Arts Community Center at 7 p.m.
Take Back the Night marches
began in the late 1970s as a way to
help end rape and violence against
women. According to its Web site,
events have been held in Europe,
North America and the Caribbean

MK

Montana Kaimin

Islands.
Since its inception, the program
has transformed to include male
survivors of sexual assault as well.
Alice Jones, with YWCA Missoula, said events like the march
and the “Week Without Violence”
that her organization just wrapped
up are crucial to spreading awareness about abuse and sexual assault.
She said one in three women
will experience some type of domestic violence in her lifetime.
With more people aware of the issue, she said, more people will be

able to intervene and stop the cycle
of violence.
Though YWCA Missoula isn’t
directly involved with the march,
Jones said anyone who would
like to continue to help with the
cause is welcome to volunteer as
a women’s advocate at the center.
She said the YWCA holds training sessions twice a year and there
are various ways for volunteers to
help.
All Take Back the Night activities are free and open to the public.
cody.bloomsburg@umontana.edu
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You CAN recycle

Drew Vetere/Montana Kaimin

A pile of used cups sits on the lawn of the Oval. The pile of trash is part of UM Climate Action Now’s (CAN) second annual
dumpster dive event. The goal of the demonstration is to raise awareness about how easy it is to recycle, said UM CAN
member Zack Porter.
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Grizzlies gear up for Sacramento State

Tyson Alger
Montana Kaimin
Fresh off a nail-biting win over Eastern Washington, the
Montana Grizzlies continue their slate of Big Sky Conference games on the road this weekend with a game against
the Sacramento State Hornets.
The No. 2 Grizzlies (6-0, 3-0 BSC) recorded a thrilling
41-34 victory over the Eagles last weekend. The Griz propelled themselves into the lead with about a minute to go
in the fourth quarter with a one-yard touchdown run from
Chase Reynolds on fourth down.
In a press conference Tuesday, head coach Bobby Hauck
said the team did a good job of overcoming early challenges
from the Eagles.
“It was a great win for us,” Hauck said. “Our guys did
a really nice job of battling through different things they
threw at us.”
Awaiting the Griz in Sacramento is a Hornets team (24, 2-2 BSC) that struggled last week against No. 15 Weber
State. The Wildcat offense dominated the Hornet defense,
highlighted by Weber quarterback Cameron Higgins’ five
touchdown passes en route to the 49-10 win.
It was Sacramento’s 13th straight loss to a ranked opponent.
The loss last week can be misleading as in the previous
two weeks the Hornets showed an impressive win against
Idaho State and a rare home upset of Portland State.
“Winning at Portland is hard,” Hauck said. “Not many
people have done that in recent years.”
The Sac State game is sandwiched between last week’s
game against Eastern Washington and next week’s matchup against Weber State.
Hauck quickly put to rest any thoughts that the Griz
might look over a team such as Sacramento and focus on
the Wildcats, who gave the Griz their only regular season
loss last year.
“Year in and year out they tend to upset one of the better
teams in the league,” Hauck said. “We’re looking to avoid
that.”
The Grizzlies will continue to use the quarterback duo of
Justin Roper and Andrew Selle who combined for 209 yards
and two touchdowns last week.
Hauck said both quarterbacks continue to play well.
“You can’t score many points without your quarterback
playing decently,” Hauck said.
Meanwhile, other players on the team don’t always know
which quarterback is out on the field.
“Sometimes I don’t know who’s actually in,” said wide
receiver Tyler Palmer in the press conference. “I line up and
they’ll throw the ball and I’ll look back and it’s Justin this
time or Andrew that time.”
Calling the signals for the Hornets is junior Jason Smith.
“He is a good football player,” Hauck said. “He’s not very
flashy, but he’s had games where he has put up good numbers.”
Hauck said Smith is a classic pocket passer who doesn’t
run too much.
“He’s more about staying alive and delivering the ball,”
he said.
The Hornet running game is led by Terrance Dailey. Dailey ranks fourth in the Big Sky with 527 yards.

Greg Lindstrom/Montana Kaimin

Montana’s Shann Shillinger (39) and Andrew Swink (2) break up a pass intended for Eastern Washington’s Aaron Boyce (9) on Saturday,
Oct. 17. This weekend, the Grizzlies travel to Sacramento to face the Hornets.

Sac State head coach Marshall Sperbeck said he believes
that Dailey can put up a strong performance against a tough
Griz defense by looking at the 145 yards that Eastern running back Taiwan Jones put up against the Griz last week.
“Each week is a different battle, but I think it does give
you a little hope,” Sperbeck said of continuing what Jones
did last week. “We have to have that same mindset approach
to attack on the run game. We have our work cut out for us.”
The Hornets are currently on a 14-game losing streak to
the Grizzlies. Sperbeck said the team doesn’t try to dwell
too much on the history of the match-ups.
“(A win) would be nice,” Sperbeck said. “They’ve had
their way with us, there’s no doubt. But they’ve been like
that with everybody in our conference.”

As for the trip to Sacramento where the expected temperature is to be in the mid 70s, Palmer said there are many
other places he would rather play.
“It’s nobody’s favorite place to play,” Palmer said. “It’s a
different atmosphere. It’s a lot quieter, hot. That’s about all
I can say about that. It doesn’t make any difference; we just
have to go down there and work hard.”

tyson.alger@umontana.edu

Editor’s note: The quotes in this article that are attributed
to Bobby Hauck or a Griz football player came out of a
press conference earlier this week. Hauck declined to answer a question asked by a Kaimin reporter at the press
conference, saying, “Look, my players have asked me not to
participate and I’m gonna honor that, OK?”

Griz look keep streak going against Bobcats
Troy Warzocha
Montana Kaimin
The Grizzly volleyball team will get
a small taste of the big time as they move
from the intimate confines of the West Auxiliary Gym to Dahlberg Arena when they
host nemesis Montana State on Friday night.
The Griz usually only get to play in Dahlberg against the Bobcats as the rivalry tends
to bring in a large crowd. While it’s exciting
for a team to play in such a large venue, it’s
also important to stay focused on the task
at hand, said junior libero Brittney Brown.
“It just feels big time to me,” said senior
outside hitter Whitney Hobbs.
The Griz (5-3, 9-10 overall) enter the
game on a four-match winning streak, their
longest of the year. The Griz may be sitting
in fourth place right now, but they are only
one game behind conference co-leaders
Portland State, Eastern Washington, and
Northern Colorado.
Without looking past the Bobcats, the
Grizzlies are pleased with their position in

the conference knowing that Portland State
and Eastern Washington still have to come
to Missoula and play a Montana team just
hitting its stride, said UM coach Jerry Wagner.
The Bobcats bring with them a record of
0-8 (2-15 overall) and are currently residing
in the basement of the Big Sky. Even more
depressing is that the Bobcats have lost 44
consecutive conference matches dating back
to October of 2006.
Although Montana swept Montana State
in their first meeting back on September 25,
the Griz know if they don’t play better than
they did in Bozeman, they may not escape
with a victory this time.
In that match, the Griz hit only .141 as a
team and no player had more than 10 kills in
the match. In their defense, the match was
only the Grizzlies’ third after junior outside
hitter Amy Roberts went down for the year
with a knee injury, and the team was still
testing out new rotations.
The Griz are feeling much more confi-

dent now that they have their rotation set
and a couple more wins under their belt,
Brown said.
She wasn’t lying. Since that meeting, the
Griz have really found their groove in conference play. Two weeks ago, junior middle
blocker Jaimie Thibeault won Big Sky Player of the Week honors and last week Hobbs
took home the same honor.
The honor was a first for Hobbs as she
saved the best for last in her home state. The
Placerville, Calif. native gave perhaps her
final performance in front of her family and
friends in Sacramento as she led the Griz to
their first win there since 1999.
“Honestly, I was really surprised,” said
Hobbs. “I felt really good about it. My whole
family was really proud of me.”
“Our team as a whole has been playing as
a Big Sky conference high-level team, with
team being the operative word,” Wagner
said. “The reason why Jaimie (Thibeault)
and Whitney (Hobbs) end up carrying the
torch and are in position to be Big Sky con-

ference players of the week is because of
what goes on all around them. It’s been a
result of an outstanding defensive and passing performance.”
With the Bobcats coming to town, the
Griz expect that Montana State will put up a
fight. According to Hobbs, the Griz will not
take the Bobcats lightly, regardless of their
record. “It feels huge every time we play
them,” Hobbs said.
“It’s a big deal,” Brown said. “It’s a lot of
fun to play against a rival team.”
“It’s important for us to rise to the occasion of a Big Sky Conference rivalry match,”
Wagner said. “It’s exciting that it’s at home,
but it’s more exciting that we’re playing well
right now, and we cannot allow ourselves,
nor have we ever allowed ourselves, to look
past our next opponent, and that’s the only
reason we’re in the situation that we’re in.”
The situation right now for Montana is
certainly a pleasant one to be in.
troy.warzocha@umontana.edu
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Griz soccer faces must-win

Matt McLeod
Montana Kaimin
For the Montana women’s soccer team, this
is it. Not next week. Not next match — it’s now
or never.
Or better luck next year.
With three games left on their schedule,
Montana (3-11-1, 1-2-1) sits at sixth in the Big
Sky, trailing Northern Arizona (7-7-1, 2-2) by
two points in the fight to qualify for the fourteam conference tournament.
Here’s the good news: Matches at NAU today and last place Northern Colorado (4-9-1,
0-4) Sunday give the Griz a puncher’s chance
to leapfrog the Lumberjacks and catapult
themselves back into tournament contention.
The not so good news: A loss in Flagstaff
would leave the Griz counting on a miracle
and far behind Portland State and Sacramento
State, who are both 2-1-1 in conference and
tied for third in the Big Sky standings.
Would dropping today’s match leave Montana mathematically eliminated? Depending on what happens with the teams in front
of them, it’s more likely than not. But while
the formula is complicated and with the Nov.
5 tournament looming, from here on out the
solution to the equation is simple.
“We just need to win,” freshman striker
Erin Craig said. “We’re looking at every game
as a must-win. No ties, no losses, we want
wins.”
With their final game at home against
league-leading Eastern Washington, it’s going to be more of a vertical rock climb than an

uphill battle. But Montana’s recent offensive
resurgence has left a side on the edge of elimination a few strands of hope to hang on to.
Coach Neil Sedgwick’s young squad has
slowly improved after struggling mightily to
put shots on goal early in the season, and oncequiet newcomers have begun to make their
presence known.
One of them is Craig, who notched her first
collegiate goal and assisted on another in a 2-2
comeback draw against Sacramento State last
weekend.
And Sedgwick’s tweaked tactics have started to pay dividends. Craig said a new emphasis
on getting the ball wide has helped the team
breath life into its offensive attack.
“We’re much more dangerous now that
we’re putting the ball outside, in positions
where we can get forward,” Craig said.
But felling the Lumberjacks will take a
stingy defensive effort. That means keeping
wraps on junior defender Kristi Andreassen,
who has become NAU’s most dangerous scoring threat despite her position in the backfield.
The Griz will also have to show some life
in the opening half and come out of the gates
with pressure on Lumberjack keeper Tori
Rocke, who recorded two of her three clean
sheets in the last three games.
Being the early aggressor is something
Montana hasn’t done all season, and according
to junior forward Kiki Blake, fixing that problem is another of the club’s sticking points.
“Neil keeps telling us that he wants us to
put out more energy and effort early so we
don’t have to play
from behind,” Blake
said. “We need to be
better starters if we
want to finish.”
matthew.mcleod@
umontana.edu

Greg Lindstrom/Montana Kaimin

Frankie Brady (22) fights for a ball against Sacramento State’s Erin Tarantino. The Grizzlies hit
the road this weekend to play Northern Arizona Friday and Northern Colorado Sunday.
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International film fest resonant of environmental culture
Hannah J. Ryan
Montana Kaimin
This week, the 6th International Cultures and Issues of Nature and the Environment (CINE)
Film Festival opened in the Roxy
Theater, with dozens of screenings
showing Wednesday and continuing through Saturday.
When Janet Rose came to the
International Wildlife Media Center in 2001, she went looking for
a new venue. As executive director of film festivals, Rose knew
that the program needed a location
other than Fort Missoula, where
the program began in 1977. Rose
said she was looking for a place
where screenings would be convenient for those at the University of
Montana and in the Missoula community. That summer, she came
upon the Roxy Theater, which was
recently renovated after a fire gutted the building in 1994 and had
been on the market ever since.
“We walked in and said ‘Oh my
gosh.’ It was perfect,” Rose said.
Previously, only the Wildlife
Film Festival existed, but Rose
said they had been receiving a
number of excellent films that
don’t quite belong in the wildlife
genre. These screenings covered
topics such as land rights, climbing, ranching, mining and hunting; all with a common focus on
the people involved in these issues.
Thus, in 2004, the International
CINE Film Festival was born.
“I conceived the festival six
years ago, and we have deliberately developed it very slowly, and
this year, I think it has hit its identity,” Rose said.
By “hitting its identity,” Rose
meant that the CINE festival in
the past received films that danced
around the desired focus of “peo-

Hannah J. Ryan/ Montana Kaimin

Filmmaker Gene Bernofsky stands next to what he calls his “Wall of Bureaucratic Negativity.” Bernofsky’s “Hear the Buffalo,” a 21-minute film on the Yellowstone bison hunt, screens this week in the Roxy Theater’s International CINE Film Festival.

ple and how they live in their culture’s environment.” This week’s
screenings, Rose said, truly exemplify this idea.
“This year it has really found
itself,” Rose said.
Amateur and professional filmmakers submit their entries to the
wildlife media center. Films then
undergo an extensive examination
process and panels of volunteer
judges choose films for public presentation, Rose said.
A few screenings to be seen
include “Sharp End,” “Garbage
Dreams,” “Only One Letter Stop
Horse Slaughter” and “Hear the
Buffalo,” among others.
“Sharp End” is a climbing movie from the Sender Films studio.

“It’s shot on a 35-millimeter
camera and all about free climbing. It’s pretty cutting edge in the
climbing community,” said Margaret Gainer, a CINE festival coordinator.
The piece is dedicated to Wade
Johnson, a member of the Sender
crew who was killed in an avalanche this May while filming in
Tibet. “Sharp End” depicts challenging wall climbs from the
French Alps and the Utah desert
to sandstone spires in the Czech
Republic, according to the movie’s
trailer.
“Garbage Dreams” is about industrialization and big business in
Egypt, Rose said. This film tells of
generations of people whose live-

lihood is made by sifting through
the garbage in landfills and recycling what they find for a minimal benefit. When companies saw
possible profit, they moved in and
institutionalized this practice. The
people living within the landfills
lost their source of revenue and elements of their culture, Rose said.
“Only One Letter Stop Horse
Slaughter” is a three-minute, amateur film produced by Sandra Elmore and delves into a “huge, rabid issue for Montana,” Rose said.
“We hope this creates dialogue,
so people can find consensus,”
Rose said. “The goal is to build a
great understanding, respect and
appreciation of all culture.”
Filmmaker Gene Bernofsky

has entered a number of his films
in the CINE and this year, his
“Hear the Buffalo” was chosen for
public screening.
Rose said this Missoula-based
filmmaker has shown great expertise in the film he submitted.
Bernofsky’s film depicts the 2008
buffalo hunt near Yellowstone National Park.
“This is a film that has some
hard images to look at but I think
people need to see them,” Bernofsky said.
One motivation behind the buffalo hunt was to pressure “the animals back into the park to prevent
spread of brucellosis to cattle outside Yellowstone,” Bernofsky said.
Yet, what resulted, he said, was
a “slaughter.”
“There have been years and
years of uncivil and civil discussion about what to do with the animals down there in Yellowstone.
What needs to happen is an end to
the killing and abuse of the buffalo. Then we can continue with the
discussion,” Bernofsky said.
In addition to being an advocacy film, Bernofsky said the piece
can be viewed as a work of art.
“Here in this film you have
some gross images mixed in with
beautiful, poignant pictures,” Bernofsky said. “I’ve incorporated
Native American drumming and
songs as well as videos of Charlie
Russel’s paintings into the scenes.”
“Hear the Buffalo” screens Friday night at 7 p.m. after “People of
the Seal.”
Single admission is $5 and a
full-screening pass is $25. For a
full schedule of the International
CINE Film Festival, visit www.
wildlifefilms.org.
hannah.ryan@umontana.edu

Centuries of jazz experience and talent
to move and groove the Garden City

Tunnel of Oppression in UC
to shed light on intolerance

Justin Franz
Montana Kaimin

Collin Behan
Montana Kaimin

Over 250 years of combined
musical experience will be featured at Sunday night’s “Legends
of Jazz,” an event hosted by the
Missoula Blues and Jazz Society.
“It’s going to pump people up,”
said show producer Bruce Micklus. “You’re going to feel it in your
chest.”
Micklus, also the owner of
Rockin’ Rudy’s, said that some of
jazz music’s best performers will
be on hand, including Curtis Fuller, Hadley Caliman, Jeff Chambers, Larry Vuckovich and Eddie
Marshall.
The five artists are on a tour
through the northwest that will
end in Seattle, Wash. Though
they’re playing together, Micklus
said that they aren’t a band. But
that will not hamper their sound,
said UM Jazz Director Lance
Boyd.
“If you hear them play, you
wouldn’t know that they’re not a
band,” Boyd said.
He said that’s one of the interesting parts of jazz music: that a
group of musicians can randomly
get together and jam and sound as
if they’ve been playing together
for years.

“‘Legends of Jazz’ is exactly
that,” Boyd said. “Performers at
the top of their game. These guys
are world-class musicians, and
we’re fortunate to have this collection of musicians come to Missoula. “
Also performing is the UM
Jazz Band, which usually plays a
few shows a year.
“I’m sure they’re jacked,” Boyd
said. “I’m going to be jacked.”
Boyd looks at the performance
as a great opportunity for music
students to learn from some masters of their craft.
“What they’ll experience Sunday is what aspiring musicians
have experienced for 125 years,”
he said. “It’s one thing to listen to
a recording, but it’s quite another
to listen to it live.”
“It’s an opportunity for the
band members to rub shoulders
with these legendary jazz players,”
Micklus said.
But both Boyd and Micklus
hope that students aren’t the only
ones who get something out of the
performance.
The concert is a benefit for
Jazzoula, a group that looks to
promote local jazz artist. Micklus
said that there are about 100 jazz
players in Missoula and western
Montana, but usually the only out-

let for them to perform is during
the Hilton Hotel Sunday brunch.
This includes talented performers
who once played with the UM Jazz
Band, but once they graduate have
no outlet for their talent.
“Most aren’t trying to make a
living and once they’re done with
school they’ll drop off like a hot
potato,” Micklus said.
Both hope that performances
like this as well as the work of Jazzoula, will keep the public interested in the music.
“It’s a difficult genre to keep
alive,” Micklus said. “It is similar to classical; a small audience
that is extremely dedicated, but it
doesn’t have mainstream appeal.”
With the presence of trombone
player Curtis Fuller, whom Micklus called “quite possibly the most
famous living trombone player
alive,” the jazz scene in Missoula
could get a boost in visibility.
“We just don’t want it to drop
out of sight,” Micklus said.
“Legends of Jazz” will be performed Oct. 25 at St. Anthony’s
Parish Center at 217 Tremont St.
The show starts at 7 p.m. Tickets
are available at Rockin’ Rudy’s
for $55, which includes food and
drink.
justin.franz@umontana.edu

Student groups on campus are
gearing up for the Tunnel of Oppression, a part of the Day of Dialogue diversity celebration.
The Tunnel will feature graphic representations of oppression
and intolerance towards marginalized groups of people, said
Tina Brown, coordinator for the
Day of Dialogue. She said the
idea came from other universities
like Washington State and Boise
State where similar displays have
helped facilitate growing understanding of what oppression
means to different groups of people. The Tunnel, the interactive
piece of the Day of Dialogue, will
be built by University of Montana
student organizations.
“It’s really hard for me to tell
someone’s story if I haven’t experienced it,” Brown said. “We
have decided to allow the student
groups to make their own exhibits.”
Student organizations like the
Alliance for Disability and Students at UM, the Lambda Alliance and the International Students Association will build a
series of connected rooms in the

University Center ballroom Sunday. In those rooms, images, videos, art and interactive displays
will work to create an emotional
response in visitors, Brown said.
Each group will develop what
their section looks like, and tour
guides will take groups of visitors
through the Tunnel.
The student group Listen,
which works to create dialogue
about Native American issues,
will feature a series of YouTube
videos about genocide and forced
boarding schools for Native children, said group president Meryl
Barlow. In the Tunnel, visitors
will be able to select the short
clips and watch them in a series.
Barlow said the group decided
to participate in order to educate
people about modern oppression.
“I chose certain videos because they touch people more,”
Barlow said.
The UM chapter of Lambda,
a national alliance of lesbian,
gay, bisexual and transgendered
groups, has begun work on a display of doors wrapped in chains
and brightly painted with homophobic slurs. The doors are a way

See TUNNEL, page 12
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Ben Folds delivers rock to the Wilma
When covering an event as a
journalist, it’s imperative to remain
objective. This means no clapping,
no cheering and certainly no singing the lower end of a three-part
harmony.
At Wednesday night’s Ben
Folds concert, however, this reliably impartial reviewer experienced a momentary lapse of
professional ethics when he willingly committed the cardinal sins
mentioned above; to the readers, I
apologize for this.
But had you been there to witness Folds’ glory, my blatant subjectivity seems all the more understandable, and even justifiable.
Armed with only a grand piano and his voice, the world’s preeminent geek rocker played to a
packed Wilma Theater. Despite his
relatively sparse set up, Folds used
the stripped-down setting to truly
explore his space by oftentimes going off on tangents, which entailed
either joking with the audience or
veering from his traditional song

structures only to eventually find
his way back to his original starting point — like some sort of poetic, artistic A.D.D.
At first, his words were moving
from “Free Coffee,” “Annie Waits”
and “Sentimental Guy,” all three
of which are quintessential Folds
fan faves.
As things progressed, Folds
warmly opened up to his newfound Missoula friends, revealing
little-known histories behind some
of his songs, such as the origins of
the pentatonic solo riff in “Song
for the Dumped”— a story dating
back to a certain piano lesson he
had at the age of 13.
At times, and of no direct fault
to Folds, some of his more heartfelt numbers — i.e. “Still Fighting
It” and “The Luckiest” — were
marred (from this reviewer’s
standpoint, at least) by a surround
sound of fellow concert goers annoyingly singing along with Folds.
Though such a thing is a given at
any rock concert, these particular

singers (one with a fairly decent
voice, but sounded like she was
trying out for a high school choir,
and another who seemed completely tone deaf) drowned out the
voice I paid $29.50 to hear.
Other than that, in addition to a
male in the front row’s blatant misuse of “heavy metal horns” hand
symbol, the crowd was lively and
raucous — like a good old-fashioned hootenanny.
Whatever journalistic integrity
I had up until this point completely
dissipated when Folds decided to
bring his cover of Dr. Dre’s “Bitches Ain’t Shit” out of retirement
and invited University of Montana
sophomore Eric Simning on stage
to help him spout off the mad
rhymes. Simning, though seemingly shy during his first moments
of fame, soon became comfortable
with the grooves Folds was laying
down and even began acting out
the song’s somewhat explicit lyrics with hand gestures. Upon his
return to the crowd, the star-struck

TUNNEL
From page 11
for Lambda to inform people that
words used in many peoples every
day language like, “that’s so gay,”
are hurtful, said group president
Matthew Cornelia.
“This is an expression of our
inner turmoil and struggles with
oppression,” he said.
Megan Baily, a member of the
Alliance for Disability and Students at UM, said her group has
teamed up with students in the
sculpture club to create a series of
sculptures and historical photos
depicting treatment of disabled
people in the past. The pictures
were taken from medical textbooks and many show the terrible
living conditions disabled people
lived with historically in mental
institutions.
“I looked for images from history that were frustrating and offensive,” said group member Ashli
Gross.
But not all will be doom and

Miller Time
By Steve Miller

Simning tried to convey his inexpressible awe.
“He smelled good,” Simning
said.
From that moment on, Folds
had this and other patrons in the
palms of his ivory-dancing hands;
if he wanted us to be his a cappella horn section in “Army,” we
obliged. If he wanted us to form a
three-part harmony, we obliged.
Even Folds’ opening act, the
amazing tandem of Kate MillerHeidke and Keir Nuttall, captivated the minds of the audience.
Their set, while brief, had a certain
spellbinding effect to it, whether it
be their insanely clever rendition
of Britney Spears’ “Toxic” or the
show-stealing original “Are You
Fucking Kidding Me?” Folds even

invited the duo on stage for “You
Don’t Know Me,” in which MillerHeidke’s operatic soprano vocals
at the song’s conclusion were like a
sonic boom, seeming to still hang
in the air long after the closing
note.
By the end of his two-song encore, Folds’ “Rockin’ the Suburbs”
left the throngs of music lovers in
the Wilma that night in some kind
of music-induced stupor. Still,
even when writing this column
during a history of literary criticism class, the words escape this
reviewer.
To fully express this sentiment,
I draw upon the words of Simning:
“Dude, I’m like ... God damn
3.5 out of 4
it.”
steven.miller@umontana.edu

“ Just

because people are different doesn’t mean you can
call them out on it.”

Matthew Cornelia, Lambda president

gloom in the UC. The Tunnel of
Oppression will end with a Room
of Hope. There, resources available to visitors about possibilities
for furthering progress in battling
intolerance. Information on how to
get involved with the different student organizations will be available as well. Visitors will also be
able to debrief what they have seen
with councilors if they choose to,
Brown said.
The student organizations
themselves will have input in the
Room of Hope also, Brown said.
Listen will have pictures of Native
Americans who defy stereotypes
and leaders in the community.
“With our group in the Room

of Hope, we are going to have information about how people can
become allies to Native Americans,” Barlow said.
ADSUM will have information
on advocacy and outreach, and
Lambda on their organization and
steps towards tolerance.
“We’re a subculture, we’re not
the norm,” Cornelia said. “Just because people are different doesn’t
mean you can call them out on it.”
The Tunnel is open Oct. 26
through Oct. 28 in the UC ballroom, on the third floor. Admission is free with tours running
from 11-1:30 p.m. and 4-7 p.m.
beginning every half hour.
colin.behan@umontana.edu

Collin Behan/Montana Kaimin

University of Montana Lambda member Bree Sutherland organizes some of the group’s artwork for the Tunnel of Oppression at the Lambda office Thursday. The artwork features doors wrapped in chains and painted with homophobic slurs.
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LOST AND FOUND
Lost: Keys at Zion l Show Oct. 15th @ the
Palace. Call Jennifer if found 461-1844
$$Reward$$.
FOR RENT
Weekend cabins 30 mins. from
Missoula. $44-$66/night. Rock Creek
Cabins. Call 251-6611.
Furnished rooms for rent in Missoula
everything included-even housekeeper
$310/mo and up call now 866-728-2664
www.ValueAddedRentals.com
Arlee 4 bedroom, 2 bath home on one
acre. 25 minutes from the University.
$900 + deposit + utilities. 544-2001.
FOR SALE
Posters, Posters, Posters, Blacklight, Bob
Marley, Grateful Dead, Jimmy Hendrix,
Joint Effort. 1916 Brooks Missoula
Holiday Village Center.

Montana Kaimin
Office Staff:

kiosk

R AT E S
Student/Faculty/Staff
$1.15 per 5-word line/day

The Kiosk runs 4 days per week. Prepayment is required. Ads may be placed at
DAH 207 or via FAX: 243-5475, email:
kaiminads@gmail.com or call 243-6541.

Off Campus
$1.25 per 5-word line/day

Lost and found ads may be placed in
the Kiosk free of charge. They can
be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.

Wigs, wigs, wigs, eyelashes, mustaches,
makeup, tights, more! Carlo’s 543-6350.
HELP WANTED
Survey takers needed. Make 5-$25 per
survey. Go to www.GetPaidToThink.com
Models wanted, all ages/races.
Call 626-4269 or
hellgatemodeling@hotmail.com
Salvation Army hiring red kettle bell
ringers. WK Nov. 20th -Dec. 26th $7.25 an
hour. Apply Nov. 2nd - Nov. 6th. 339 West
Broadway, Missoula. Bring photo ID &
social security card.
MISCELLANEOUS
Make-A-Wish “Dance For Wishes”.
Friday, Oct. 23rd. Elks Club. 7-11pm. Tom
Catmull & the Clerics. Affordable Silent
Auction. Tix $20 at door. Help us grant
Wishes to FIVE Missoula kids! 721-0430

Have an idea to make UM greener? Send it
to advocatesforideas@gmail.com
PERSONALS
Need more energy? The TM technique
brings rest and rejuvenation. www.tm.org Paula 207-7496
Has your “social” smoking become more
than just social? Curry can help. 243-2809
CHC Rm 112
Counseling and Psychological Services.
Personal counseling appointments
available. Please call 243-4711
Tobacco Free UM… Why? Campus is
the #1 location students are exposed to
secondhand smoke and there is no safe
level of exposure.
SERVICES
Reliable PC/laptop repair. Student
discount! Computer Central 136 E.
Broadway 542-6540

Healthy Hummingbird Massage. 725
W. Alder Suite 27. Student rates $35/hr,
$55/1.5hr. Call Souta 207-6269, Mary
596-5842, Erica 396-6868.
www.healthyhummingbird.comOnline scheduling available
Computer Problems? Free Diagnosis! Free
Diagnosis! Close to campus. First Call
Computer Solutions. 721-4592
DUI Defense Associates. Don’t Plead
Guilty. Call 721-3726
Kung Fu - Self defense for women and
men. Classes held Monday and Thursday
from 7:30 to 9:30. $50/month. Beginning
classes start Monday 11/2. Call Jason @
543-2623, or Guy @ 240-4545 for more
info.
Purple Haze hookah lounge Tuesday and
Wednesday, all flavors half off.
1803 Brooks Missoula, MT 59801

AD REPRESENTATIVES:

PRODUCTION:
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OFFICE MANAGER:

Amanda Conley
Hannah VanArsdell
Holly Calloway

Callisa Block

Rachel Gundlach
Tes Schaefer
Pam Jarnagin & Kara Naftz

Ruth Johnson

KAIMIN

Attention hookah smokers we have 38
flavors of the best shisha. Two sizes of
charcoal. Great hookahs too. Joint Effort
1916 Brooks Missoula Holiday Village
Shopping Center
Digital Scales. Low Prices. Joint Effort
1916 Brooks, Holiday Village Shopping
Center Missoula.
HALLOWEEN COSTUMES
Rent, Buy, 1000’s of choices. Gloves,
Go-Go Boots. Carlo’s 543-6350.
1000’s of costumes, wigs, hats, makeup,
fishnets, more! Carlo’s 543-6350.
Elvis, Marilyn, astronauts, convicts,
pirates, Go Go’s, Oktoberfest, cowboys.
Carlo’s 543-6350.
Carlo’s One Night Stand. New location.
109 South 3rd. Open 11:00 - 8:00 pm
Everyday! 543-6350.

CLASSIFIEDS

